Abstract-This research article presents two algorithms of string pattern matching. These algorithms employ a new data structure called inverted lists structure which is inherited from the inverted index to accommodate a string pattern to be searched. The first solution scans the given text in a single pass for all occurrences of string pattern. The second solution, which improves the first one, takes the comparison times equal to the length of pattern plus the numbers of comparison that lead to be mismatched. For experimental results, these algorithms are efficient in the case of small alphabet sizes.
in the best case, and 3) O(n) in the worst case; where α is the number of comparisons that lead to be mismatched, and n is the length of the given text. In the experimental result, these algorithms are efficient in the case of small alphabet sizes especially the alphabet size of 2 and 4.
The rests of this paper are organized as follows. The next section describes the basic definitions and the preprocessing phase. The section 3 illustrates the detail of searching algorithms. The section 4 shows the experimental results. The section 5 is the discussion of experimental results and the section 6 is the conclusion and the future works.
II. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND PREPROCESSING PHASE
This section shows the basic definitions of what the inverted lists are, and they are also examined by an example. Furthermore, this section gives the preprocessing phase to construct the inverted lists structure and to generate all inverted lists to the table. Step A Create table τ for all alphabet in ∑
A. Basic Definitions
Step B j 1
Step C While (j<=m) Do
Step D Create the inverted list of c j τ at char( j c )
Step E j j+1 End of While 
III. SEARCHING PHASE
The searching phase employs several variables; the variable N such a current comparison position; SHIFT is the shift position for the next window search; pos is the required position for the current matching; Life is used to control the loop; SET1, SET2, and SETE are the temporary variables which are used for storing the individual row of table τ .
First and foremost, the OPERATE function is used for the continuity and the matching inspection. The details of function are shown as Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: OPERATE (SET1, SET2, N, pos)
Step A Report the successful matching at N if IVL in SET2 contains <pos+1:1> Step B Add every IVL in SET2 that continues from SET1 or <1:0> to TEMP and returns TEMP (i.e., the continuity is the IVL positions in SET2 equal to the positions in SET1 plus 1.) According to the algorithm above, the OPERATE is used for two solutions; the prefix search approach and the suffix factor search approach for analyzing the continuity and the matching position.
A. Prefix Search Approach
This approach compares the string pattern with the text one by one character from the left to the right. If the comparison is successful, we take the matched inverted lists to SET1 or the next matched inverted lists to the SET2. Afterwards, the algorithm 2 is invoked to operate SET1 and SET2. The Algorithm 3 examines this method in the Step D2.
Algorithm 3: IVL-Prefix-Search(IVL-Table(p), T=t 1 t 2 …t n )
Step A N=1 pos=1, SET1=SET2=null
Step B SET1 (IVL(text[N])=pos) from τ , and N=2
Step C While (N<= n) Do
Step Proof The hypothesis is for every character in T to be scanned. The Step A and the Step B take only O(1) time. The
Step C will be run from 2 to n, and it can be reached the hypothesis as well. Meanwhile the accessing time of Step D, which gets the inverted lists from τ , takes O(1) by Lemma 1.
All operations are run from t 1 to t n time, and they also take n time. Therefore, the overall time complexity is O(n) time.
B. Suffix Factor Search Approach
This approach is divided to three steps. The first one compares at the last character of pattern that we call the suffix factor. The second one scans the text and compares with the necessary character to be matched from the first character of window search to the suffix factor position. The third one scans the character in the text that beyond the window search if it can. The search employs the variable Life to invoke the scanning method.
For Life=0, the suffix factor is invoked to compare the text, and the inverted lists are taken to SETE. After then, if SETE does not empty and the character in the text is matched then the variable Life=1. If Life=1, N is indicated to the farthest character to be matched and compares the text of N with the inverted lists from N to the position of SETE. In contrast, if SETE does not contain the last character, N is specified to the next farthest character to be matched from the SETE. The text is scanned until the variable N equal the position of SETE. Every comparisons takes the inverted lists to the SET1 or the SET2, and the OPERATE is invoked. After scanning SETE, if it can scan the beyond of window search, the Life=2 and scan the text such a prefix approach.
The figure 1 illustrates this idea, the algorithm 4 presents this approach, and the example 4 illustrates the searching example of this approach. The best case could happen whenever all last character of window search has no the inverted lists to be matched. Hence, the algorithm only handles Step B to Step B2. Therefore, the comparison times take n/m rounds leading to O(n/m).
The worst case could occur if the text T contains the same character and the pattern is matched in all windows of search. In this case, the algorithm needs to scan all characters of T that leads to O(n) time. 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 a a b c z SHIFT=15 This comparison is not match thus SETE is analyzed to look for the farthest and set N=farthest from SETE. Set N=9 and skip to the Step E. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 a a b c z SHIFT=15
11. This step does not access to the structure, and skips to the next position. Set N=10, SET1={<1:0>,<2:0>}, SET2={}, pos=2, SETE={<1:0>,<2:0>}, and Life =1. 
V. DISCUSSION
According to the experimental results, the new algorithms are efficient in | ∑ |=2 and | ∑ |=4 especially the large texts. These algorithms are faster than the others in the small alphabet sizes because the new algorithms are less compare time than the others. Our algorithms are suitable for the binary because the other algorithms are more worst-case than ours. The bottle neck of our algorithm is that the OPERATE needs to filter the inverted lists too much if a pattern is long and an alphabet size is large.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
This article presented two string pattern matching algorithms: the prefix search and the suffix factor search. Both solutions employ the inverted lists to store the target pattern. These algorithms process the string pattern in O(m) time and O(m+| ∑ |) space where m is the length of pattern, and | ∑ | is the size of alphabets. In searching phase, the prefix solution takes O(n) time. The suffix factor approach takes 1) O(m+ α ) in average case scenario, 2) O(n/m) in the best case, and 3) O(n) in the worst case scenario; where α is the number of comparisons that lead to be mismatched, and n is the length of the given text. In experimental results, the new algorithms are fast in the small alphabet size especially the binary digit cases.
For future works, we are attempting to decrease the character inspection by the shift table, and we are improving the methodology of keeping the inverted lists by storing for one letter per one inverted list.
